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Dom's Guide to Bdsm - Matthew Larocco 2015-10-14
"'Dom's guide to BDSM" was specifically written for Doms/Masters. In Volume 2 of this series, we're going
to focus on how to better communicate with a sub, and how to go back and forth with role playing. We're
going to teach you how to express yourself, how to read your sub and look for cues, and how to go about
getting a real life BDSM relationship started. We're also going to discuss how to train your sub accordingly
and with a purpose. This is important and is an often-neglected part of the BDSM community. The highly
sensationalized, "purely sexual" relationships you read about or see depicted in TV or movies is not the only
type of relationship forged. Some relationships really are all about personal missions, self-improvement and
getting in touch with suppressed inner feelings. We will cover this as well as the most important part of
BDSM dominance--having a plan. You will learn how to be an excellent Dom and it all starts with a few
simple steps"--Back cover.
Brie Learns the Art of Submission - Red Phoenix 2014-03-24
#1 Best Seller in Erotica - Brie Learns the Art of Submission This special Second Edition includes a note
from the author and a BONUS chapter at the end, Khan: Lasting Impressions (a chapter written from the
Headmaster's point of view). Join Brianna Bennett as she is introduced to the erotic world of submission...
Brie's life changes the day Sir comes to her tiny tobacco shop. His invitation to the Submissive Training
Center is about to rock this young woman's world. The renowned school is famous for its elite submissive
instruction. She has no idea what will be asked of her or the boundaries that will be pushed. One thing is
certain: Brie is about to learn more about herself in six weeks than she has over the previous twenty-two
years. From formal classes, hands-on practicums and weekly auctions, Brie will confront her deepest fears
and desires. In the process, she will also forge lifelong friendships with fellow submissives and fall for
several of the Center's skilled Doms. As graduation day approaches things begin to unravel, forcing Brie to
make an unexpected choice of Master. Which Dom will ultimately earn her devotion and capture Brie's
courageous heart? * Adult Material (18+) Warning: This book contains sexually explicit content.
Submissive Training - Elizabeth Cramer 2014-02-19
There are a number of reasons a woman may choose online submission. It's a good way to ease into the
community by making friends and observing other people at a safe distance. Creating an online persona
allows women to keep their real names and identifiers private. This not only helps maintain physical safety
but also gives her the freedom to talk about sexual fantasies and naughty ideas without fearing judgment
from other people or consequences on the job. Online submission also allows for a sexual experience rooted
in the world of fantasy. A woman can take on any role or persona she wants, and perform acts she would
not be willing or able to do in real life. She can express emotion, devotion and talk as dirty as she likes
without feeling self-conscious or uncomfortable. While the scenarios sometimes described in online
submission can be pure fantasy (seemingly endless sexual romps with multiple orgasms and no pain or
soreness), the feelings of lust, love, loyalty, friendship, and arousal are all very real and can be a part of a
vibrant sexual life. This Submissive Training guide will take you into the world of online submission, along
with safety protocols and techniques for making the digital fantasy a physical reality. You will also learn
how to make the transition from online submission to a real life meeting.
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BDSM Primer - Elizabeth Cramer 2015-03-03
BDSM is a whole different world where people speak in their own formal and informal language, have rules
and social norms, and create expectations based on everything from names to symbols you employ. As a sex
educator and an active member in the BDSM community, I found most information floating around to be
inaccurate and some even unhealthy. As a primer this guide will demystify the world of BDSM and present
it in a straightforward and easy-to-understand way to you. This guide is more than just a list of who and
what. It is a map that will take you into the heart of the BDSM lifestyle, explore the motivations and
expectations, and offer suggestions for the safe and sensual journey you are undertaking. In "BDSM Primer
for Women", you will learn: - The vocabulary, roles, and rituals - The reasons you may want to participate in
this lifestyle - Ways and places to get started - Safety concerns and legal issues - Emotions, consequences,
and actions - What actions meet what needs - What kinds of fetishes meet what kinds of needs - How to
communicate healthfully - How to create your sexual self - And much more...
Submissive's Guide to Bdsm - Matthew Larocco 2016-08-03
"What does it really man to be a submissive, or sub? Much of what we see in BDSM practice, especially in
the mainstream, focuses on how to become dominant and act like the ideal Dom or master, or "Top."
However, a lot of newcomers are confused as to how this works. They vaguely understand that the
submissive or sub or slave is supposed to obey. But they don't understand the emotional dynamics, or how
to act like the ideal sub, or even how to enjoy the experience. That's what this book is going to teach you:
How to be a better sub, and have a happy & healthy BDSM lifestyle."--Back cover.
Dom's Guide To Submissive Training Vol. 3 - Elizabeth Cramer 2015-03-08
You may think that every Master has a huge house filled with either gothic décor or fluffy white couches,
and a ridiculously full selection of paddles, straps, whips, crops, restraints, sex toys, and bondage gear.
Fortunately, you don’t have to pay a hundred dollars for a specialty flogger or purchase a wedge from
Extreme Restraints for three hundred bucks in order to be a great Dom and provide your sub with hours of
bondage, spanking and fun. Most of the things you need to give your submissive the spanking of a lifetime,
a punishment to fit the crime, or just an incredible bondage experience can be found right in your own
home. Your sub will not only enjoy the variety of experiences in her sessions but also appreciate your
creativity. "Dom's Guide to Submissive Training Vol. 3" gives you 31 common objects you already own or
can purchase for minimal cost and keep right out in the open that will enhance your BDSM relationship and
provide you and your sub hours of pleasure. Aside from the cost savings, there is another benefit to using
everyday objects in your BDSM training and session fun – discretion. Not every person can be seen walking
down the street or through an airport with a leather whip in his hand or a wooden paddle in his bag. Many
Doms must conceal their activities from employers, social circles, or vanilla spouses. Common objects make
it easier to engage in important rituals without detection.
Dom's Guide To BDSM Vol. 2 - Matthew Larocco 2015-09-03
"Dom's Guide to BDSM" was specifically written for Doms/Masters. In Volume 2 of this series, we’re going
to focus on how to better communicate with a sub, and how to go back and forth with role playing. We’re
going to teach you how to express yourself, how to read your sub and look for cues, and how to go about
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getting a real life BDSM relationship started. We’re also going to discuss how to train your sub accordingly
and with a purpose. This is important and is an often-neglected part of the BDSM community. The highly
sensationalized, “purely sexual” relationships you read about or see depicted in TV or movies is not the only
type of relationship forged. Some relationships really are all about personal missions, self-improvement and
getting in touch with suppressed inner feelings. We will cover this as well as the most important part of
BDSM dominance—having a plan. You will learn how to be an excellent Dom and it all starts with a few
simple steps. Note: If you have not read Volume 1 in this series (Dom's Guide To BDSM Vol. 1: 49 MustKnow Tips On How To Be The Perfect Dom/Master Your submissive Will Truly Respect & Admire), it is
highly recommended that you do so before taking on this book.
Dom's Guide to Submissive - Elizabeth Cramer 2013-12
You may think that every Master has a huge house filled with either gothic décor or fluffy white couches,
and a ridiculously full selection of paddles, straps, whips, crops, restraints, sex toys, and bondage gear.
Fortunately, you don't have to pay a hundred dollars for a specialty flogger or purchase a wedge from
Extreme Restraints for three hundred bucks in order to be a great Dom and provide your sub with hours of
bondage, spanking and fun. Most of the things you need to give your submissive the spanking of a lifetime,
a punishment to fit the crime, or just an incredible bondage experience can be found right in your own
home. Your sub will not only enjoy the variety of experiences in her sessions but also appreciate your
creativity. "Dom's Guide to Submissive Training Vol. 3" gives you 31 common objects you already own or
can purchase for minimal cost and keep right out in the open that will enhance your BDSM relationship and
provide you and your sub hours of pleasure. Aside from the cost savings, there is another benefit to using
everyday objects in your BDSM training and session fun – discretion. Not every person can be seen walking
down the street or through an airport with a leather whip in his hand or a wooden paddle in his bag. Many
Doms must conceal their activities from employers, social circles, or vanilla spouses. Common objects make
it easier to engage in important rituals without detection.
Sex Positions - More Sex More Fun Book Club 2020-06-04
Add a healthy dose of BDSM to your sex life. Experience the difference. One of the biggest misconceptions
about BDSM is: It's violence. That's nonsense. BDSM is an additional flavor in your bedroom. It's a safe
sexual role-playing game between you and your partner. Learn how to live out your sexual desires, explore
your sexual fantasies, and experiment with pain and pleasure. We wrote this book to give you everything
you need in your BDSM journey including detailed guides of: -how to be the submissive -how to behave as a
dom -the importance of communication -safe words -sex toys -57 ready to use role-plays -and much much
more! Press the Buy-button, enjoy the book, and let us know if we can help you in any way!
Bdsm - Richard Welps 2018-06-04
Have you ever thought about indulging in BDSM, but don't know where to start? Have you ever wanted to
pleasure your partner while assuming dominance over them, but didn't know where to begin? Are you
someone who's been curious about exploring kink, but don't know where to begin?Well, you're in luck, for
this book will tell you everything that you need to know to have a basic understanding of BDSM.With this
book, you'll be able to understand BDSM for what it is, not just as something that's been discussed in 50
shades of grey, but realistic, actual understanding of this subject. There are a lot of misconceptions
surrounding BDSM and kink culture, and sometimes, it's hard to find the truth, and what you should and
shouldn't be doing. But, you're in luck, for this book will tell you everything you need to know about BDSM,
and how to pleasure your partner. Buy It Now
The Heart of Dominance - Anton Fulmen 2016-07-15
The Heart of Dominance is a how-to guide to the concepts and skills at the heart of consensual dominance.
If you are new to dominance, still figuring out just what it's all about or what you want it to mean to you,
then this book will provide you with a solid foundation from which to start. If you already practice
dominance and are interested in improving your ability to create deep and lasting power dynamics then
you'll find many advanced concepts and concrete techniques to integrate into your own personal style. If
you have an interest in the bedrock principles of inspiring, deepening, maintaining and enjoying control
over a person who dearly, desperately wants you to control them, then this book is for you.
BDSM Basics for Beginners - A Guide for Dominants and Submissives Starting to Explore the
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Lifestyle - Michelle Fegatofi 2013-03-15
You have been drawn to the world of BDSM, but searching for one book to give you an overview of both
Dominance and Submission. This book provides you with descriptions of all roles, different BDSM
relationships, commonly used terms, guidelines for roles and responsibilities, and much more. After reading
this book, you should have a well rounded foundation to start your journey further into the ever changing
world that is known as BDSM.
Dom's Guide to Submissive Training - Elizabeth Cramer 2013-12-06
There are two foundational pillars of a BDSM relationship between a Dom and a sub: consent and trust.
Everything else in the relationship - the fun, the love, the discipline, the eroticism, the tears and the journey
- are all built on those standards. Both consent and trust require honest communication in order to thrive.
The vast majority of that communication begins long before the training begins. In "Dom's Guide to
Submissive Training Vol. 2," I listed 25 things you must know about your new sub if you want to create a
satisfying relationship with a devoted submissive. It's not enough to just ask "What do you like?" or "Would
you like to be my sub?" You need to know things about your sub that are deeper, more practical and
helpful. Without the knowledge of these 25 things, you may be able to create momentarily excitement but it
will surly turn into a frustrating short-term relationship headed for drama, disaster and end. Following this
guide allows your sub to communicate freely and provides a mechanism for her to reveal her true self even if she doesn't have the words to do so. There are a million things subs want their Doms to know. These
questions will help your sub tell you.
Dom's Guide to Bdsm - Matthew Larocco 2015-10-02
"'Dom's Guide to BDSM" was specifically written for Doms/Masters. In Volume 3 of this series, we/re going
to focus on advanced techniques that will set you apart from the fake/novice doms/masters who are just
looking for someone to abuse. After finishing reading this book, you will be fully equipped to be the best
Dom you can be. You will have complete dominance over your sub, and also have the option of helping to
transform the sub sub into becoming the better version of herself that she really wants to be. Your
knowledge as a disciplinarian, a Master, a dominant, an Alpha and a teacher, will always be a commodity
and a great value that subs will find very attractive. You will be a true Master that any sub will respect &
admire."--Back cover.
Playing Well With Others - Lee Harrington 2012-02-29
Whether you're a trembling novice or a jaded expert, there's always something new to be discovered in the
endlessly changing, complex and titillating world of kink. While there are plenty of other books out there
that explain how to give a spanking or tie a half-hitch, Playing Well With Others is the first book that
explains kink *culture* -- the munches, parties, leather bars, conferences, workshops, fetish nights,
exploratoriums and all the other gatherings of kinksters that turn BDSM and leather from a bedroom
predilection to a lifestyle and a community. You'll learn to: • Examine your own motivations, needs, wants
and desires • Ease your way into established communities • Understand etiquette in different adventurous
sex communities • Familiarize yourself with the many types of events available to you • Care for your
relationships as you explore new territory • Negotiate for play and aftercare • Go back to the “world at
large” without ruffling feathers • ...and, of course, answer the all-important question: What do you wear?!
The team of Harrington and Williams offers 30-plus years of experience in diverse kink communities: top,
bottom and switch; gay, bi and straight; female, male and trans; white and POC. Both former titleholders
and international educators, they are an unbeatable pair of "sexual sherpas" with an inimitable voice and a
great deal of wisdom. Playing Well With Others is an unprecedented and essential guidebook for anyone
who wants to explore or understand the "community" aspect of the kink lifestyle.
Submissive Training - Elizabeth Cramer 2015-03-05
Nothing will prepare you for a life of submission in the same way as your formal training. Submissive
training isn’t just a “good idea” when it comes to creating a BDSM relationship. It is essential. "Submissive
Training: 23 Things You Must Know About How To Be A Submissive" is designed to help you know what to
expect when you go through training with a new Dom. Every couple is unique and every Dom may have
different ways of teaching you the systems of service he prefers. However, these are the basics all trained
subs and slaves learn and employ in daily life. Rushing into a relationship or service contract with a Dom
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without training puts the future of your time together at risk. All of the arguments, resistance,
misunderstandings and hurt feelings that go with a new submissive’s experiences can be eradicated by a
period designated for learning, listening, trial and error. Even if you have been with a previous Dom you
will need to go through an abbreviated training time to ensure your patterns and understandings match one
another. Training is a way to “get in the same rhythm” and find the perfect groove. If you are a Dom, this
guide is the perfect gift to give to your new sub. If you are a sub, this guide will teach you how to go
through your submissive training. As you go through these things on the journey to become the woman you
were made to be, you will be tested but you will also be proud, joyful and, perhaps for the first time in your
life, you will be at peace.
Slave Training - Mistress Dede 2015-03-11
Domination and submission: perhaps you're aware of it from Fifty Shades of Grey, or perhaps you're a
seasoned practitioner; whatever your experience level and expectations, this guide will provide you with a
step-by-step blueprint of exactly what you will need to do in order to train your submissive partner(s), and
have him/her* delighting in obeying your every command.In this guide you will learn about all of the steps
which are conducive towards developing a positive Dom/sub relationship, which means you'll be learning
about how to prepare a Domination and submission relationship in the first place; the protocols which you
may use to maintain discipline in your sub; practices for physical, sexual and attitude submission; how you
and your sub can use rituals to get into and out of your roles when engaging in D/s scenes; and there will
even be some more advanced techniques mixed in throughout the guide which will help you take your
Domination and submission experience to the next level. Without further ado, let's begin.
Submissive Training - Hayden Reese 2020-06-14
BDSM - do these four letters bring shivers of pleasure - or pain down your back? There are many
misconceptions about what BDSM is, but if approached with the idea that it is a conscious lifestyle choice,
it might be more properly understood. Or do you find yourself wondering what would the perfect
submissive do, what would they say, how would they act, what would they wear, and so on? Being a
submissive involves a lot more than submitting to your Dom's will, dressing up and speaking down. You
have to pay attention to your whole being - how you think, react, feel, position yourself, speak and look. In
this book, we will explore the oft-taboo subject of BDSM and you will learn: Tips on how to present yourself
as a perfect sub, things you have to prepare and look out for 17 hottest sub roleplay roles that you can use
to titillate your Dom 239 naughtiest BDSM dirty talk examples to arouse each other to greater sexual
heights If applied all these correctly, it can actually elevate your love life, so here's to exploring new and
exciting world!
Dom's Guide To BDSM Vol. 3 - Matthew Larocco 2015-09-14
"Dom's Guide to BDSM" was specifically written for Doms/Masters. In Volume 3 of this series, we’re going
to focus on advanced techniques that will set you apart from the fake/novice doms/masters who are just
looking for someone to abuse. After finishing reading this book, you will be fully equipped to be the best
Dom you can be. You will have complete dominance over your sub, and also have the option of helping to
transform the sub into becoming the better version of herself that she really wants to be. Your knowledge
as a disciplinarian, a Master, a dominant, an Alpha and a teacher, will always be a commodity and a great
value that subs will find very attractive. You will a true Master that any sub will respect & admire. Here are
just some of the things you will discover: - Common “Vanilla” BDSM Activities (And How To Do Them
Right!) - Extreme Bondage Play - Roleplaying and Questionable Consent - How to Genital-Torture Him/Her
Without Pushing Too Far - Suspension and Other Forms of Bondage - Humiliation That Turns On, Not Off Edging and Edge Play - How to Put Your Partner in Trance - Anonymous Fun with New People - Where to
Find a Quality Sub or Dom - Introducing a BDSM Element into a Vanilla Relationship - Threesomes, Orgies
and Gender Neutral Sessions - And much more... Note: If you have not read Volume 1 & 2 in this series, it is
highly recommended that you do so before taking on this book.
The Ultimate Handbook for the Dom and Sub - Richard Welps 2018-08-15
Do you want to take your BDSM play experiences to the next level? Have you ever thought of trying new
things, but feared what might happen if you do? Often taking scenes to the next level can be hard, and
being able to establish that form of discipline is hard. Plus, there are many alternative kinks that are out
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there which may confuse you. However, this book will give you everything that you need to know on how to
be a BDSM expert.In this book, you'll learn the following:In this book, you'll learn of the following: Expert
tips for domination and submission Slave training and how to go about it New and innovative BDSM
activities How to get discipline from your sub Femdom, and how to take it to extreme levels How to engage
in different types of edge play, including blood play, needle play, piercing play, and choking By the end of
this, you'll know many core elements of BDSM, and you'll have a great time exploring this type of kink.
Submissive Training - More Sex More Fun Book Club 2020-06
Add a healthy dose of BDSM to your sex life. Experience the difference. One of the biggest misconceptions
about BDSM is: It's violence. That's nonsense. BDSM is an additional flavor in your bedroom. It's a safe
sexual role-playing game between you and your partner. Learn how to live out your sexual desires, explore
your sexual fantasies, and experiment with pain and pleasure. We wrote this book to answer some of the
most common questions about the submissive role, including: -What does it mean to be a Sub? -How to get
started as a Sub -Tools and toys for Subs -Different types of Subs -Submissive mindset -Communication Safewords -And much more! Press the Buy-button, enjoy the book, and let us know if we can help you in any
way!
Submissive's Guide To BDSM Vol. 3 - Matthew Larocco 2016-08-01
One thing we can all agree on in our “safe, sane and consensual” lifestyle is that punishment must feel
good. Pain must ultimately be pleasurable. And any sort of masochism or sadism must work in the context
of pleasing the sub. In BDSM culture, it seems relatively easy to get the hang of the attitude, the behavior
and the words. But in terms of logistics, as in how to properly discipline or punish a sub, things do get a bit
more complicated. And that’s why we’re devoting this entire book on how to play right and how to punish
the sub so that she likes it, rather than the Dom abusing her and violating trust—the ultimate sin in the
game of discipline. We’re also going to cover some of the more “fringe” topics of BDSM, including health
risks, extreme pain, unique psychological states and how you as a sub can protect yourself. This will be of
crucial interest to you as a sub or switch or Dom, since it’s best to understand the logistics and motivations
of both roles before you fully submit. You may also discover that as you take precautions and grow in
knowledge, more extreme practices may appeal to you. At the very least, you will always know what a Dom
means by some of these code words and what they imply sexually or in punishment. It’s always a good idea
to stay informed and never take chances—never assume anything! Because in BDSM, assuming anything of
your Dom can be a big mistake. To get truly healthy and pleasurable BDSM experience, these are the topics
you surely don't want to miss!
Submissive Training - Joshua Matthew 2017-11-17
SUBMISSIVE TRAINING Thinking of becoming a slave to Christian Grey? Or perhaps you simply wish to
learn more about the world of BDSM, and discover what it takes to really become a full-fledged submissive?
Either way, this would be the book that will teach you how to become a better, naughtier submissive
through the following topics: Understanding the psychology behind D/s relationships, how you can get into
one and tips to ensure your safety and well-being for the long-haul. A brief introduction into the realm of
BDSM, i.e., Bondage, Discipline and Sado-masochism Basic knowledge on submissive training in the
perspective of a submissive Tips to please your Dominant partner through conditioning, rules and protocols
and even pain tolerance techniques 30 sexual scenarios for you and your dominant partner to explore and
apply for the best Dominant/submissive - D/s experience If you really want to know what submissives
do/say/feel behind closed doors then this is the book for you.
A Perfect Dom's Guide to BDSM Relationships - Mistress Dede 2016-06-05
This is a step-by-step guide for dominants who want to train their submissives the right way. Submissive
training is only effective when you have the right techniques to do it. So if you are a master or dominant
who is currently in a BDSM relationship, you can get helpful tips from this eBook. Learn the best way on
how to keep your submissive happy and contented with anything you give them. Understanding and
implementing the BDSM lifestyle can be hard when you don’t have the right support. If you simply want to
know more about dominant-submissive relationship, this is the best solution for you. Know and identify your
desires and get the pleasure that you always deserve from this rare connection. Owning and helping a
consensual slave is not that easy because you need knowledge in training them to act like one. The rules
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should be strictly implemented once the submissive agree to the contract. However, there will be
punishments when a rule is broken intentionally or not. This is why it’s very important that you educate
your consensual salve with all the necessary details as they will be held responsible for every act that they
do. The terms consensual, sane and safe are actually the keystones of carefully practicing such lifestyle.
Submissive's Guide To BDSM Vol. 1 - Matthew Larocco 2016-05-03
What does it really mean to be a submissive, or sub? Much of what we see in BDSM practice, especially in
the mainstream, focuses on how to become dominant and act like the ideal Dom or Master, or "Top."
However, a lot of newcomers are confused as to how this works. They vaguely understand that the
submissive or sub or slave is supposed to obey. But they don’t understand the emotional dynamics, or how
to act like the ideal sub, or even how to enjoy the experience. That’s what this book is going to teach you:
How to be a better sub, and have a happy & healthy BDSM lifestyle. Here are just some of the things you
will discover in volume 1 of "Submissive's Guide To BDSM": - Why you want to experience punishment... The science of pain & pleasure... - Type of Doms to beware of... - How to pick the right Dom just for you... How to protect yourself from wannabe Doms and predators... - The right way to explore taboo fantasies in
BDSM... - Type of limits and when & how to use them... - How to communicate with your Dom... - Common
mistakes new subs make... - How to "train" your Master... - How to "fire" your Dom if it's not working out... And much more...
Submissive Punishment: A Journal for Every Mistress to Keep Track of Your Sub/Slave Punishments /
Perfect for Bdsm Relationships and Slave Tr - Kinky Books 2019-03-24
Even - or especially - as a Mistress you need to keep track of the punishment of your slave or submissive as
well as the goals and lessons of your training. This journal will help you! It includes everything you need to
help you being the best Mistress to your sub/slave you can be, so your sub/slave will respect and admire
you: One page for the safe word you agreed on A list of goals for the training which your submissive has to
fill on A list of lessons for the training for you to fill in Rules you both agreed on Reasons for punishments
Punishments you both agreed on 100 Pages for the punishments you conducted The cover is soft and glossy
with an image of four ropes at the back. With 8" X 10" inches it is a good size to work in together with your
slave. Enjoy your punishments and get your journal now! Product details: All in all over 100 pages to keep
track of your punishments and the progress of your sub/slave Shiny and sturdy cover with a leather print
(no real leather!) Large format: 8 x 10 inches
Dom's Guide to BDSM Training - Mistress Dede 2016-05-02
Sex. This is one, if not the most, wonderful gift that humans were bestowed with. Just imagine the world
without the gift of sexual activity between opposite sexes? There could have been an absence of this
pleasurable experience that everyone in the right age enjoys. While everyone seems to view sexual
intercourse as a kind of activity that is supposed to be regarded with respect and conservatism, some
people have gone out of their way and formed a new orientation about it. To some, sexual activity is no
longer an act of sacred human reproduction but a way of executing creativity and expression of
unexplainable behaviors and attitudes. Specifically, this book focuses on BDSM. What does BDSM stand
for? What does the whole term mean? Why is there such a thing as BDSM training? All these and more
questions will be answered as you continue reading this entire book.
Submissive's Guide to Bdsm - Matthew Larocco 2016-05-06
Being a sub means this BDSM game is really all about your pleasure. The Dom's goal is to provide you with
the pleasure you crave and send you to a higher level of eroticism through very intensive sessions of
bondage, discipline, sadism and masochism. During volume 1 we talked about trust; finding a Dom you can
trust and one that meets your high standards. In this book, we are going to explain how you as a sub can
develop a criteria for your Dom and ensure that each session is going to be enjoyable. Here are just some of
the things you will discover in volume 2 of "Submissive's Guide To BDSM": What is your "Ideal Scene"--How
and what you should tell your Dom, when he creates the scene --- How to create a mutually beneficial
relationship with your Dom --- Etiquette on being a sub for the first time --- How to enjoy the pain as a sub -- How to work with multiple Doms --- How to reach a whole zenith of pleasure --- How to make your vanilla
spouse enjoy BDSM with you --- And much more.
Dom's Guide To Submissive Training - Elizabeth Cramer 2015-03-06
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A Dom/sub relationship doesn’t just happen. It is a finely crafted and designed system of expectations and
joys. In order for you and your submissive lady to “fit” one another and create a lasting, happy union there
must be a period of training. It does not matter if your sub has thirty years of experience in submission or
just read 50 Shades of Grey and decided to try it herself. She will need to be trained for the best
relationship to emerge. "Dom's Guide to Submissive Training" was specifically written for doms/masters. It
is designed to provide you with a step-by-step blueprint on how to train your new sub. It goes from
preparation all the way down to the closing ceremony including advanced techniques & tips. Training can
be one of the most exciting, challenging and fun parts of the relationship. A well-trained sub will not only
serve you in the capacity you deserve, but will have built up the two most important elements in any BDSM
relationship – trust and consistency. Following the instructions in this guide will allow you to show yourself
as a worthy master, who is in control, experienced and able to guide you both to the best possible life.
Submissive Training - Elizabeth Cramer 2014-01-26
Whether you have always dreamed about life in a collar or just discovered a desire to be sexually
adventurous, there is a place for you in the fetish world of submission. The culture of kink, once thought to
be limited to couples who wore leather pants and played slap-and-tickle in the bedroom, has grown into a
varied and well defined umbrella for sexual identity. Because fetish culture, like all cultures, grows and
changes with the people who practice it, there are distinct roles and categories that developed to help
women define their preferences and find like-minded people and playmates. Women in BDSM relationships
no longer have to start with the basic tenets of submission to wrap that skin around their differences. Now
you can look into the whole spectrum of submissive behavior and find the place you feel most fulfilled and
comfortable. From women who enjoy the occasional bondage session handcuffed to their headboard to the
girls who want to be fed out of a bowl and locked in a crate at night – there is a place for everyone. In this
Submissive Training guide we will look at twelve subcultures of submission (including the New Misogyny),
explaining the overall principles and practices of each one and illustrating the pros and cons inherent in
each style of sexual diversity. All people are different and you may not find one that covers everything you
like, or don't like – but chances are you'll see something in one of these subcultures that makes you say,
“That's what I want.”
Submissive Training [Doms and Acquaintances 2] - Jennifer Denys
[Siren Allure: Erotic Consensual BDSM Romance, M/F with M/F/M and F/F elements, public exhibition,
spanking, whipping, caning, shaving, piercing, sex toys, HEA] Desperate for Dominant Ben to show an
interest in her, Kat is persuaded by a friend to attend a beginners submissive and BDSM training
conference in the hope of finding out how to attract him. She is shocked to find he is one of the trainers.
Meanwhile, Ben doesn’t think she is submissive enough for him and conceives of increasingly intimate tasks
to prove he is right, despite admiring her courage in staying. As the conference progresses, Kat is
fascinated by what she learns and completes each task, hoping all the while to convince him of her
submissiveness—although some tasks she finds more difficult than others. Confused by his growing feelings
for her, Ben keeps pushing her away until her tenacity finally wears him down and he insists on her taking
a final exam to prove herself. Is this a step too far for Kat? ** A Siren Erotic Romance
Submissive Training Vol. 3 - Elizabeth Cramer 2015-03-06
There are a number of reasons a woman may choose online submission. It’s a good way to ease into the
community by making friends and observing other people at a safe distance. Creating an online persona
allows women to keep their real names and identifiers private. This not only helps maintain physical safety
but also gives her the freedom to talk about sexual fantasies and naughty ideas without fearing judgment
from other people or consequences on the job. Online submission also allows for a sexual experience rooted
in the world of fantasy. A woman can take on any role or persona she wants, and perform acts she would
not be willing or able to do in real life. She can express emotion, devotion and talk as dirty as she likes
without feeling self-conscious or uncomfortable. While the scenarios sometimes described in online
submission can be pure fantasy (seemingly endless sexual romps with multiple orgasms and no pain or
soreness), the feelings of lust, love, loyalty, friendship, and arousal are all very real and can be a part of a
vibrant sexual life. This Submissive Training guide will take you into the world of online submission, along
with safety protocols and techniques for making the digital fantasy a physical reality. You will also learn
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how to make the transition from online submission to a real life meeting.
Mastering the Art of Dominance - Matthew Larocco 2017-05-22
Are you a frustrated Dom? Have you tried to be the best Dom possible but can’t seem to find any subs? Do
your sessions end prematurely? Are you not quite sure what you’re doing wrong or how to start setting up
programs for a sub that wants emotional healing? You’ve come to the right place! Continuing our line of
BDSM education books, we’ve compiled a list of tips that we call “Troubleshooting Tips”, especially made
for Doms who are stuck in a circle of inactivity. Your subs may complain that you’re too aggressive or too
nice, or maybe that you just don’t understand. The problem is not necessarily with you or your attitude.
Usually it’s because you haven’t been formally trained on how to DIRECT a sub towards a progressive plan
of action. It is your job to train a sub, explain the punishments and rewards, and transform her thinking. No
Dom has ever started off a complete natural. Everyone needs training and additional tips for turning their
intermediate knowledge into professional / expert level understanding. In "Mastering The Art of
Dominance," you will learn: - How to attract subs (even if you’ve been unsuccessful in the past) - How to
avoid mentally disturbed subs before it’s too late - How to turn your friend-with-benefits into a sub - How to
identify troubled subs who can be helped and how to help them - How to manage multiple subs and multiple
partners with fellow Doms - How to deal with jealousy and rivalries with multiple subs - And much more...
By the time you finish this book, you’re going to be ready to be a top of your class Dom!
Guide to BDSM - Donna Prince 2020-04-16
You or your partner are fascinated by BDSM, but don't know how and where to start? Everything you need
to know, you will find it in this book. Most of what people think about BDSM, is wrong. In reality BDSM is
not degrading women or men and you will also understand that it's not as obscure as you think. And also
the concept of "pain" we are talking about is not what people think. You will also understand that having
the role of the Dom is not just about having pleasure, on the contrary, the Dom has the role of giving
pleasure and discipline to the submissive. He must have pleasure in giving pleasure and not simply
receiving what he wants. This book is intended for both Dominant and Submissive training. It's also perfect
for those who haven't experience in this world. This is a taste of what you will find in this book: What is
BDSM and Why? Introducing BDSM to your Partner What is Domination and Submission 8 Tips on how to
get Started in BDSM 7 Mistakes New Submissives Make 10 must-have BDSM Toys for Beginners Bondage
play Punishments Examples Types of Consents: SSC vs RACK Dominance Techniques Role-Play types SAFE
WORDS: how to Choose them and why After reading this book you will have made your sex life richer and
your partner will beg you for more. So... Scroll up, click the buy now button and get your copy of "Guide to
BDSM" ! Check also the others "Sex Life Tips" books: 1 - Art of Seduction: Boost your Sexual Intelligence
Learning How to Flirt with Techniques of Verbal Communication, Signal and Understand a Sex Desire for
Woman and Man 2 - DIRTY TALK LANGUAGE: How to Learn with Examples of Phrases of Lust to Have a
Great Sex with Your Man or Woman, Make It Wilder and Drive Your Partner Crazy 3 - Sex Games for
Couples: Ways to Spice up your Relationship with Hot Quiz, Games and Sexy Conversation 4 - Guide to
BDSM: to Have a Healthy and Mindful Dom / Sub Relationship, with Techniques of Dominance and How to
be a Good Submissive for your Master
The Art of Going Down - Elizabeth Cramer 2015-03-08
It's a common myth that women don't enjoy oral sex as much as men do. The truth is, most women love
their partners "going down" on them. In fact, some women prefer oral sex to traditional sex with
penetration. If you have no idea of how to perform cunnilingus correctly, you will be missing out a big part
of fun & excitement you and she can have together. "The Art of Going Down" was written to inspire the
reader to explore the possibilities that oral sex for women can offer to any relationship (well, any
relationship that involves at least one woman!). It addresses numerous issues, including how to perform
cunnilingus as well as tips for the woman receiving oral attention. We will cover the importance of not only
being able to perform or enjoy, but also how to communicate your concerns and desires regarding the act
of oral stimulation. We will also discuss the difference in attitudes between men and women when it comes
to cunnilingus, as well as the portrayal of this intimate act in popular culture. Most of all, "The Art of Going
Down" will help you enjoy what can be a mind blowing experience! Whether you are a seasoned vet at
giving or getting, or a brand new explorer in this realm, this guide can serve to enhance your sex life in
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ways that are not merely limited to oral sex.
Care and Nurture for the Submissive - Elizabeth Cramer 2015-03-05
Submission can be described by a lot of words but “easy” isn’t one of them. Discovering and honoring your
desire to submit takes courage, strength and passion. Learning to follow the lead and rhythm set by
another, and stretching your limits to accommodate training and service can challenge and exhaust you.
The discipline to hold your tongue, retrieve your paddle, or wait around endlessly while knot after knot is
being tied as part of a bondage ritual drains your energy. Submission stretches, taxes, pushes, and exposes
your body and soul to the whim and desire of another. Submissive women need support, care and nurture
to continue on this journey in a healthy fashion. "Care and Nurture for the Submissive" offers tips,
understandings, and pathways to tend the fragile and beautiful souls of submissive women. Self-care is not
selfish; it is essential. Only when you are taking care of yourself as a healthy, whole being can you give that
self to another with a full heart and free joy.
Bdsm - Richard Welps 2018-07-05
Do you want to learn advanced BDSM techniques? Lots of times, exploration is fun. People want to explore
new things, especially in the realm of BDSM. Did you know though that there are advanced techniques and
play styles you can implement into your BDSM scenes? That's right, and this book will tell you how to. In
this book, you'll learn of the following: The best toys for BDSM Hot bondage actions to try out with your
partner New and innovative BDSM activities How to get discipline from your sub Different roleplaying
scenarios that can ultimately be hot and fun By the end of this, you'll know how to give pleasure to your
sub, and you'll be able to take it to a more advanced level. It's fun to do, and for those couples looking to be
more adventurous, this is definitely the way for you to go.
The Advanced Dom's Guide To Submissive Training - Elizabeth Cramer 2016-03-24
In this advanced guide for Doms, we’re going to focus on becoming a “billionaire” type of Alpha Dom so
that you can become more attractive to the subs you offer your services to. You are soon going to find out
that money actually has nothing to do with the attraction the Dom builds with the sub. It’s all in personality,
in posturing and in a certain way of thinking. We’re going to train you, Dom to Dom, how to activate that
attraction and more importantly how to come across as a worldly-wise educator to a sub that needs
someone strong, smart and creative in her life. By the time you finished this book you will be well on your
way to become: - Alpha - Dominant - Valuable - Educated - Confident And the famous “billionaire” charm
that will make you irresistible!
Dom's Guide to Bdsm - Matthew Larocco 2015-10-07
"'Dom's Guide to BDSM" was specifically written for Doms/Masters. In Volume 3 of this series, we/re going
to focus on advanced techniques that will set you apart from the fake/novice doms/masters who are just
looking for someone to abuse. After finishing reading this book, you will be fully equipped to be the best
Dom you can be. You will have complete dominance over your sub, and also have the option of helping to
transform the sub sub into becoming the better version of herself that she really wants to be. Your
knowledge as a disciplinarian, a Master, a dominant, an Alpha and a teacher, will always be a commodity
and a great value that subs will find very attractive. You will be a true Master that any sub will respect &
admire."--Back cover.
Dom's Guide To BDSM Vol. 1 - Matthew Larocco 2015-08-19
Much of what we’ve “heard” about BDSM and the lifestyle is wrong. Our opinions on this lifestyle and art
form are oftentimes shaped by other people who have heard something about it and perhaps embellished it
to the point of perpetuating myths. The truth is that BDSM is not degrading towards women, and it’s also a
concept that you will find is not “scary.” And even the “pain” that is spoken of is not the type of pain people
think it is. This book is written for Doms/Masters in training. It is written for you, the average guy or gal,
who doesn’t already have a closet full of leather and whips, and who really has little idea about what BDSM
is besides what they’ve heard about it. What you are going to find out, is that the Dom/Master actually has
the more complicated role. The master has the task of giving pleasure and discipline to the slave or sub. A
great deal of what you do as a Dom will be for the benefit of a sub. You must derive pleasure from giving,
have a great desire to please a partner, and not simply take what you want. Still interested? Good. Now that
we know you’re a REAL master in training, one that will respect the rules, respect the slave you have power
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- Your motivation and your goals - How to find out a sub’s taboo - How to negotiate, find agreement and
ensure that game play is always safe - How to make a slave yearn for you and desire to be controlled by you
- And much more...

over, and follow protocol, you can begin your Dom training. Only then can you truly earn the utmost respect
and admiration from your sub. In Volume 1 of this series we are going to discuss: - How to think and act
like a Dom - What the slave expects from you - What not to do and what instincts you do NOT want to follow
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